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FOUR UNIVERSAL LENGTHS

MULTIZONE COLORFLOW

Astro 850

Astro 1200

Astro 1500

Astro 1800

viewing width

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

838 mm

1219 mm

1524 mm

1829 mm

viewing height

477 mm

477 mm

477 mm

477 mm

viewing depth

150 mm

150 mm

150 mm

150 mm

Astro electric fireplace offers four standard sizes, providing maximum freedom in creating the perfect fire for 
your space.

The Multizone Colorflow let’s you give Astro your own look. There are three lighting zones, each with individual 
colour settings.  

DOWNLIGHT LOGS ILLUMINATION

GLOWING FLOOR

FLAME HUE
The LED panels installed above the 

furnace illuminating the logs.  

The colourful floor with glowing effect. To 
give it more depth we decorated Astro 

with translucent crystals that vividly flicker 
and catch the same colour as the floor.

Natural amber colour? Or maybe vivid 
turquoise? Set your favourite colour of 
the flame and make it look like never 
before. 
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HEATFLOW SYSTEM

DIFFERENT ARRANGEMENTS

REFLEX TECHNOLOGY

YOU DESIGN!

Astro not only decorates but also warms up 
your home. Take advantage of the 2-stage 

heater to enjoy cosy winter evenings.
Two heating levels: 1500 W and 3000 W 

Astro means flexible design. You can fully or 
partly recess the fireplace, hang it on the wall
or simply arrange it as a 
freestanding fireplace. Use 
the optional casing to cover 
the sides and make it blend 
well with your interior.

a system of prisms and LED lights that 
provides more visual depth than a regular 
2-dimensional fireplace. The warm-coloured 
mirror installed on the back wall enlarges the  
flame giving you a more natural experience.

Enjoy the three-sided panoramic flame or 
cover the sides of Astro with the included 
panels. By framing the fire you get three 
additional arrangement options.

SINGLE-SIDED CORNER LEFT OR RIGHT THREE-SIDED

Recessed Partly-recessed Wall-mounted Freestanding
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INTUITIVE CONTROL
WIRELESS WALL PANEL & REMOTE
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PLANIKA Sp. z o.o.
www.planikafires.com
planika@planikafires.com

PLANIKA USA LLC
www.planikausa.com
info@planikausa.com


